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CHAPTER I. THE INTOOilJCTI:ON 
2 
This thesis will attempt to determine the nature of St. Paul's 
thought concerning resurrection. That he believed such an experience 
had happened to Jesus cannot be disputed, for his letters e:xplicitly 
state that such is the case. Furthemore, it is obvious that he be-
lieved others could also experience resurrection. The question to be 
treated, the essential burden of the thesis, will be a definition of the 
explicit meaning of resurrection, that is, what is involved in the resur-
rection event. It need hardly be stated that there is no ctefini te agree-
ment among biblical scholars as to llhat Paul believed would actually 
occur in the resurrection event, though it would appear that there is a 
tendency to view it as a supernatural occurrence. 
The whole of the Pauline corpus 'llill be taken into consideration 
rather than selected passages which seem to bear more directly on the 
subject of resurrection, such as I Corinthians 15, II Corinthians 5, and 
I and II Thessalonians. 
The habit of treating I Corinthians 15 in isolation from 
the rest of Paul's writings bas tended to obscure its connec-
tion with the very much larger number of passages which depict 
this gradual trafl'.formation and glorification of the bocl;r from 
baptism onwards. 
The Letter& to the Romans, the Corinthians, the Colossians, the 
Galatians, the Philippians, the Thessalonians and to Philemon, Timotey" 
and Titus will be considered as authentically Pauline. In the 'resurrec-
tion chapter• of I Corinthians, Paul places the whole of his gospel on 
the hinge of the resurrection doctrine. "For if the dead are not raised 
1 J. 1.. T. Robinson, The ~; ! Stucl;r in Pauline Theology. 
Chicago: H. Regn~ Co., 1952, P• 11. 
3 
then Christ has not been raised. It" Christ has not been raised you.r 
i"aith is futile and you are still in your sins." (I Cor. 15:16-17). It 
will be one of" the contentions of the thesis that, because of the i~q>or­
tance of resurrection to Paul, we should expect to find it reflected in 
his thought throughout his letters. 
J. consideration of various Pauline concepts-nesh, body, spirit-
will be seen as indispensable to a growing awareness of the .full impli-
cation of the doctrine. Resurrection, seen in a broader perspective, 
will perhaps release an age-old belief from its ~sterious abode in the 
realm o.f religious supematurali8DI. It is firmly conceived to be real-
istic that, llbile Paul• s thought was undoubtedly subject to ~stical 
elements, it was essential]¥ pragmatic and non-dogmatic. This is to say 
quite directly that the Pauline ethic can be viewed as other than an in-
terim ethic, and as a vigorously demanding ethic llbich purposively in-
cludes more than just an iumediate audience, though primarily directed 
to specific situations. Paul, llbile quite obviously addressing himself" 
to local churches and to specific violations of the gospel, and never 
suspecting that his letters would be gathered into a vital corpus, 
preached a universal ethic which is inherently entwined with his under-
standing of" resurrection. 
It will be necessary to note the historical, theological and 
philosophical influences on his thought, name]¥, his Judaic and Hellen-
istic background. While it is believed that the Pharisaism of which~ 
he became a leading exponent was predominant in his thought, it is 
hoped that a singular stress on it to the exclusion of" Hellenistic 
influences will be seen to be an oversimplii"ication. Rather it will be 
4 
urged that a synthesis can be seen in Paul, the product of which is 
vital4' energized by, and restated in, the uniquely spiritual awakening 
which is Paul• s, Thus we have in Paul, not a compromise between Judaic 
and Hellenistic thought, but Chr.i.stianity, which raises the standard of 
each into a whol:cy- new gospel, 
An emphasis will be placed on the ethical nature of the resur-
rection, Large portions of the Pauline Epistles are devoted to ethical 
demnds. The various injunctions conceming morality are a vital part 
of Paul • s message in that they enconrage an incorruptible life for 
mortals. The practice of purity and affection in human affairs is in-
herent in Paul's meaning of resurrection. The resurrection in its com-
plete meaning is an ethical phenomenon. 
All biblical quotations will be from the Revised Standard 
Version, unless otherwise designated. 
CHAPTER II • JUDA.IC AND fiBI.I.J!NIS TIC BACKG.!iWND 
6 
!• Immortality and Resurrection 
In the Judaic thought of the two centuries surrounding the life 
of Paul there is no one consistent idea concerning resurrection. 
F. c. Grant points out that the belief as to who would be resurrected 
ranged fr0111 the idea of only martyrs to that of all men. 2 If only 
martyrs were to be raised it 111.s because they had sacrificed them-
selves and, in a sense, God owed it to them. If all the righteous 
were to be raised it was so that a judgment could take place in which 
the good and the evil were to be separated by reward and punishment. 
Further disagreement in Judaic thought centered upon the notion of the 
resurrection body itself. The cruder thought conceived of a reani-
mated physical form in which the flesh once again would cover the 
bones, the severed parts being restored to wholeness. Another thought 
considered the possibility that the soul itself 111.s reanimated, the 
soul being an ethereal shadow-like replica of the body. Final~ there 
was the thought which most clearly resembled Paul• s, as llill be seen 
later. This consisted of the idea of a wholly new body, prepared for 
men by God. 
Traditional Judaic thought is of an earthy mold. It is never 
distant nor vague, but in a sense rather pragmatic. No dualism of 
body and soul existed in this type of Judaic thought. 
The Jews could only conceive of man in his totality as 
the vital union of flesh and soul. Their anthropological 
dichoteliiW was not dualistic. • • • A truly living being 
2F. c. Grant, Ancient Judaism and The New Testament. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1959, P• 72. 
was al-.ys an embodied spirit, soul and body having been 
created by God for a BDltual interdependence, and being 
therefore incapable of genuine life apart from one another) 
Life without bodily manifestation was an inconceivable thought. The 
result of sin, death, was the separation of bocy lllllld soul, an unnatural 
occurrence to man. Any doctrine of survival depended on a reunion of 
7 
bocl;y and soul. Therefore •the life of the Age to Come came to be eonsid-
ered as an embodied life and its manifestation as a resurrection into 
bodily form.• 4 "For the earth will then assuredly restore the dead • 
making no change in their form, but as it has received, so will it 
restore them." (II Baruch 50:2) 
Although this concept had its roots in the foundation of ancient 
Hebrew society, it did not take a firm hold until the Maccabean period. 
• • 
In II Maccabees mention is made of prayem for the dead, a vain act if it 
were not believed that the dead arose. In the Mishnah Sanhedrin there 
is emphasis on bodily resurrection. In both this world and the Age to 
Come man has a two-fold nature, bocJ;y and soul united as one. Discussion 
of an important nature eu.oed. between the schools of Hillel and Shammai 
concerning whether there was a correspondence between the formation of 
the body in the world and the formation of the bocl;y in the Age to Come. 
In the Apocalypse of Baruch (U Baruch) the dead rise in bodies recog-
nizable to those left behind so that there is an assurance of identity. 
The physical characteristics of the body, with defects healed, are 
3c. A. Guignebert, The Jewish World in the Time of Jesus, 
(Le Monde Juif Vers le Temtb de Jesus, tr. bY s. H. Hooke). New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf;-19.30, P• 09;- --
lt,. D. Davies, Paul and Rabhinic Judaism. London: s.P.c.x.., 
1955, P• 299o 
perpetuated in the risen boey-. Substantial evidence for this may be 
seen in the burial of the dead in appropriate clothes, and the cessa-
tion of crematorial rites in this later period of Judaisn.5 
The Hellenistic expression of continued life found quite a dif-
ferent basis of belief. It is clear that Paul encountered various 
elements of Greek philosoph;y, whose general basis for belief in an 
afterlife rested on the Platonic conception of a righteous soul within 
a sensuous boey. This theory, conceiving the boey- as a prison house, 
8 
declared that death consisted in the final separation of soul and body, 
after mch the soul 1111s free to achieve divine heights. .Alll&ys the 
ph;ysical fonn is fr01111ed on as an anchor which holds the spiritual 
aspect of man to the earth. While the soul dwells within the boey it is 
incapable of acting to its full capacity and, hence, to reach the irorld 
Soul it had to be free of the material body. Essentially DJiYStical, the 
ideal of i111110rtality li&S one without bodily presence, a bodiless soul. 
,Any thought llhich intimated the continued existence of an eternal •body-
substance• revolted the DJiYStically-sensitive, non-materially inclined 
philosophical thought of the Greek. 
A more divisive wedge can be driven into the gap which separates 
Hebrew and Greek thought on the differing attitudes toward the body. 
The Greek word 'sana' means the ph;ysical aspect of man llhich is most 
clearly defined by the material body. It stands in contrast to the 
5
navies, Psul and Babbinic Judaism, PP• .30D-J:ll. 
9 
soul (basar). The HelleoisticaJ..4r inclined world in the time of Paul 
thought of the body in terms of boundary. Thus the bod;r, as opposed to 
the soul, was the principle of individuation. The bod;y, as such, was 
:fro1111ed upon as evil; it was what partitioned man off :from his neighbor 
and bound man to an existence which tended to be inherent:cy crude and 
without hope of fulfillment in and of itself. 
There is no Old Testament background :for the word •soma. • This 
Greek word translates eleven Hebrew words. 6 'Flesh' and •blood• and 
1bod;r' represent a coDIIlon Hebrew original. llhile the Hellenistic 
thought distinguished between form and matter, thereds no such Hebrew 
distinction here. The Greek: made a contrast between one and many; not 
so the Hebrew. J.pproximate:cy eighty parts of the human boey are re-
ferred to in the Old Testament and there is not a word for all of them 
seen together as a llhole. J.rry part my be used to represent the llhole. 
The power and functions of the personality are e:xercized through a 
great variety of organa. 7 The parts of the bod;y are not seen in just 
their difference :from all other organs, but as signifying different 
aspects of the llhole man in relation to God. 
Because the Greek conceived thet the soul was trapped in the 
body, :from wl:ti.ch it IIIUst escape, the body became non-essential to the 
personality. "The Hebrew idea 
8 
and not an incarnated soul.• 
6Robinson, ~· cit., P• 
7~ •• P• 12. 
9:rbid., P• 14. 
of the personality is an animated boey, 
9 
•Man does not heve a bod;y, he is body.• 
11. 
B:rbid., P• 14. 
10 
In the Hebrew concept of body there is a sense of wholeness or com-
pleteness, of a oneness and a unity. .lll elements together--ph;ysical, 
mental and spiritual in the Greek view--make up a man and any missing 
part detracts from the man. The Hebrew viewed man, not as many put 
together to form one, but one viewed as many. "The body is the soul in 
its outward form.n10 There existed no idea of an immortal soul or of 
the psyche as being tile animating power of a man• s body. Rather psyche 
1111.s vitality or life itself • 
.l length;y quotation from Johs. Pedersen will clearly state the 
Hebrew view. 
The Israelites are quite able to distinguish between soul 
and body, as when Issiah says: He shall consume both soul and 
flesh (10:18). But no distinction is made between them as 
t110 fundamental forms of existence. The flesh is weaker, as 
the grass which withers and disappears; the soul is stronger. 
The soul is more than the body, but the body is a perfectly 
valid manifestation of the soul. 
ilhen in the story of creation it is told that God 
breathed the spirit of life into the man of clay he had 
moulded, it must not be construed in the manner that the clay 
is the boey, the spirit of God the soul, which is seated and 
acts within the body. The man of clay was a dead thing, but 
by the breath of God he was entirely changed aiXi became a 
living soul. Soul and body are so intimately united that a 
distinction cannot be made between them. • • • If the soul 
is life, then it is closely united wi. th the ph;ysical breath. 
We 110uld express it thus that the breath is the condition of 
life. But the Israelite does not in this manner distin-
guish between life and its conditions or manifestations. 
Here his fundamental law al~s holds good, viz. the whole 
acts through all the details. l --
Pre-exilic Hebrew thought bad no clear conception of 
10Johs. Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and Culture, Vol. l, 2, (tr. 
in close collaboration with the author by Mrs. Aslaug Moller). 
London: Oxford University Press, 1926, P• 171. 
l~bid., PP• 170-171. 
ll 
individuality separated from the corporate view of the kingdom. All 
were bound together in oneness and in their responsibility to the God 
of Israel. llhen the idea of corporate personality gave way to genuine 
individuality 0 the locus of individuation was not found at this point. 
True individuality was seen to be grounded solely in the individual 
responsibility of each man.n
12 
This can be seen in Ezekiel 18 and 
Jeremiah 29113 ff. "It rested, that is to say, in the uniqueness of 
the Divine word or csll to every man, which demanded from him an 
13 
inalienable response." Thus, as opposed to Greek thought, the body 
did not partition a man off from his neighbor, but rather bound him in 
the bundle of life with all men and nature, so that he could never make 
bis unique answer to God as an isolated individual apart from his rela-
tion to his neighbor. 
For the Hellenistically-inclined thinker, then, the fleshly body 
is an evil in itself, and is opposed to the spiritual life. This con-
cept of man existed naturally in the metaphysical dualism which predom-
inated in Greek philosophy. The 110rld was twofold in essence, divided 
b,y an impassable chasm which could never be crossed in the human 
sphere of activity. Death itself lent the helping hand to those who 
eventually crossed over b,y the vindication of their soul from its 
material environment. It can easily be seen that such a t110fold view 
of man, and more generally the universe, necessitated a locale for 
earthly activities and a locale for spiritual activities. Hence the 
l2Robinson, ~· cit., P• 15. 
1
.3rbid., P• 15. 
12 
Greeks contributed large:cy- to the theory of heaven being a locale in-
habited by spiritual beings or souls. 
Jlhat might be most near:cy- described as a metapb;ysical monism 
characterized the Hebrew 1philosopb;y. 1 Life could have been called 
neither pure:cy- spiritual nor pure:cy- material, nor a part of each. Life 
•s one whole, consistent, continuing stream, with no real distinction 
needed between what the Greeks referred to as the world of matter and 
the world of spirit. It is believed that a recognition of this fact of 
Hebrew thought is primary in the understanding of Paul and his doctrine 
of resurrection. Life 11as not two, but one viewed in various ~s. 
There existed an essential unity bet1111en •material life• and •spiritual 
life'; they were not opposites. Perhaps the material li&S considered 
the less complete concept, with the spiritual being the natural evolu-
tionary result of the increased all&reness of individuality in one's 
response to God. 
2.• The Old Testament and Pharisaism 
--
The Jewish scholar, Joseph Klausner, wri tess 
Intensive research over ma~ years has brought the writer 
of the present book to a deep conviction that there is 
nothing in the teaching of Paul--not even the most mystical 
elements in it~that did not come from authentic Judaism.14 
It is undeniable that Paul depends great:cy- on the wealth of ideas within 
the Old Testament, especially the religious terminology. His writings 
reveal a person deeply imnersed in the content and teaching of the Old 
UJoseph Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, (Me-Yeshu' Ad Paulus, 
tr. by William F. Stinespring). New Yorlts The Maeaillan Company, 
1943, P• 466. 
13 
Testament. The canonical and non-canonical books of Hebrew literature 
always stand dirac~ behind him, a reservoir of inspiration and insight. 
The style of Paul is such that it is of'ten difficult to distinguish 
betlJflen (Jlotations, allusions and language colorings from the Old Testa-
ment. His use of the Old Testament appears in three distinct forms: 
1) quotations, 2) intentional and casual allusions, 3) dialectic and 
theological themes.15 
Jl:l. thin the letters of Paul there are some ninety-three Old Testa-
ment cpotations, fif"GY-one of which are in vir:tual agreement with the 
Septuagint.16 As twenty-two of these are at variance wi. th the Hebrew, 
it would seEm that the Greek texts were studied predominantly by Paul, 
a fact which is seen, not onlJ- in his cpotations, but alao in his style 
and language. Thus, while he depended larg~ an the Old Testament, he 
seemed consciously desirous of reproducing a given text, namely, the 
Greek. 
To Paul the canonical scriptures were holy and prophetic. They 
constituted the very oracles of God and were written specificalq for 
learning from them. "For whatsoever •s written in former days -.s 
written for our instruction, that by steadfastness and by the encourage-
ment of the scriptures 1Jfl might mve hope." (Romans 15:4) Many of his 
important doctrines are buttressed by an appeal to scripture using such 
phrases as 'It is written, • 'The scriptures sa:y, ' and •David says. 1 
l5E. Earl Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testamenta Edinburgh: 
Tweeda1e Court, Oliver and Boyd, 1957, P• 10. 
l~bid., P• 11. 
Many of Paul' s arguments are considered to be soundly concluded, as if 
empiricall;r based, when the scriptures are adduced as a final authority 
and "one divinel;y planned llhole whose significance is bound up insepara-
17 
bly lli.th the new covenant comnunity of Christians." 
His attitude to111!ll'd the Old Testament, his great use of it as an 
authority, does not isolate Paul from his contEillporaries. Jesus, the 
New Testament writers, rabbi and priest made similar use of it. Paul's 
training in Judaism came from perhaps the noblest strain o:f Pharisaism--
the school of Hillel. In this school the Mosaic law was interpreted in 
a more spiritual and 111JRP6thetic way and Paul, studying under Gamaliel, 
was undoubtedly touched by llhat was best in the religious education o:f 
his teacher. His early impressions of the Old Teatament 110Uld not be 
easil;y :forgotten. Zealous and strong-minded as he was in follolli.ng 
whatever seemed riglrt. to him, Paul was necessarily exposed to the weak-
nesses and defects that inhered in the very constitution o:f Pharisaism, 
but being :from the less literalistic strain o:f Pharisaism, the light 
which guided his intellect could always lead him to the higher meaning of 
scripture. Always 
one teaching remained an inexhaustible treasure store to him 
through his life: a divine wisdom of mind and heart from the 
Old Testament-the patriarchs, prophets and. psalms.l8 
"Every part of it, every word of it was the authentic voice of God. 1119 
17 Ellis, Pa,D.r s Use o:f the Old Testament, p • 24. 
18James s. Stewart, ! 14an in Christ: The Vital Elements of 
St. Paul's Religion. New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers,\no 
date given), P• 4o. 
19
rbid., P• 41. 
15 
Paul's Damascus experience revolutionized the direction in which 
he headed, but it did not demand a lessening of depen:ience on the Old 
Testament. His long reverence for and stuey of the scriptures enabled 
him to expand their meaning so as to embrace the new gospel. Seen in 
the light of what might be called a spiritual evolution of thought, the 
canonical writings enhanced the fullness of expression of the Christian 
message. To admit, ho11ever, that Paul relied exclusively on the Old 
Testament for his ideas would be to negate in a large measure the fresh-
ness and vitality of the Pauline message. Unless 11e are to see the 
Damascus road experience as a supernatural event, we must conclude that, 
whether or not he was literally faced with the 'risen Lord,' he was con-
fronted with more than a restatement of Old Testament ideals. The con-
frontation was that of a complex of ideas from the mw Christian commun-
ity. His three years in Arabia 11ere not a time in which he merely 
learned a new interpretation of old material, but a period in which he 
was forced to digest new ideas which, though not inconsistent with his 
Hebraic background, went far beyond it. Christianity opened new 
inroads of thought and clarified ma:ey older channels of inspiration. 
The Messianism of pre-Christian Judaism was quite 
germane to Paul's use of the Old Testamentroeven though 
it stands as only a shadow to the reality. 
20Ellis, ~· cit., P• 56. 
CHA.PTER m. THE PAULINE ETHIC 
17 
Christlikeness fulfills the meaning of the ethical order for 
Paul. This ideal liaS not to be attained simply by an external iml.ta-
tion of Jesus, but by entering into a new sense of life. A rejection 
of mere out11ard obedience to a set of prescribed laws was the starting 
point of the PauJ.ine ethic. Paul 1 s ethics is an ethics of imardness, 
an ethics of the spiri. t. It is identical with the higher righteousness 
upon which Jesus insisted in the Sermon on the Mount. The legalism of 
his day, so detenninative in the contemporary Jewish thought, though 
not without exception, Paul opposed staunchl;y, both in its approach to 
ethics and its approach to salvation. Philippians 2:2-5 in the King 
James Version provides a keynote: 
Fulfill ye 1111 joy, that ye be like-minded, having the 
same love, being of one accord, of one mind. Let nothing 
be done through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of 
mind let each esteem other better than themselves. Look not 
every man on his own things, but every man also on the 
things of others. Let this mind be in you, which liaS also 
in Christ Jesus. 
"It is the inner spirit that makes the Christian man; it is having the 
21 
mind of the Spirit, the spirit of Christ instead of being flesh-minded." 
An ethics of rules cannot create the •new man' which Paul 
desires. Rules prescribe the external. They cannot reach the illller 
life. Paul knew, as did Jesus before him, that abstinence fr0111 a par-
ticular evil did not condone an impure heart. Paul 1 s discussion con-
cerning circumcision bears upon this. 
Circumcision indeed is of value if you obey the law; 
but if you break the law, yrur circumcision becomes 
21Harris Franklin Ball, According to Paul. New Yorio 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944, P• 197. 
uncircumcision. So, ir a man who is uncircumcised keeps 
the precepts or the law, will not his uncircumcision be 
regarded as circumcision? Then those who are physically 
uncircumcised but keep the law will condemn you who have 
written the code and circumcision bu.t break the law. For 
he is not a real Jew who is one outwardly, nor is true cir-
cumcision something external and physical. He is a Jew who 
is one inwardly, and real circumcision is a matter or heart, 
spiritual and not literal.' (Romans 2:25-29) 
18 
Such an ehtics is simpler than one or rules llbich attempts to cover each 
situation and to cover all duties, as did the Pharisees and the 
Slidliucees. 
Paul manif'estly condemns mere external observance. 
Wl:zy" do you submit to regulations, •Do not handle, do not 
taste, do not touch' (rererring to things lllich all perish 
as they are used), according to human precepts and doctrines. 
These have indeed an appearance or wisdom in promoting rigor 
or devotion and selr-abasement and severity to the body, bu.t 
they are or no value in checking the indulgence or the nesh. 
(Colossians 2:20-23) 
The subjection or one's selr to the ritualistic patterns or an organized 
religion barely scratched the surrace or the new ethic or Christliness. 
A man did not observe rules and rites to establish purity or act. 
Paul's ethic was stimulated by, indeed, bad as its source or spontaneity, 
the motive power or love. This motive power, or inward drive, bad as 
its determinant the heart or the individual. Two quotations from the 
epistles will indicate the meaning. ". • • Thanks be to God, that you 
who lllll'e once slaves or sin have becc:me obedient rrom the heart to the 
standard or teaching to which you were cOllllli.tted." (Romans 6:17) 
Thererore, knowing the rear or the Lord, we persuade 
men; but llbat we are is knOll'll to God, and I hope is known 
also to your conscience. We are not c01mnending ourselves 
to you again but giving you cause to be proud or us, so 
that you may be able to answer those llho pride themselves 
on a man r s position and not on his heart. (II Corinthians 
5:11, 12) 
" 19 
An ethic which was llithaut external rules thus stressed a great 
element of freedom, a freedom of inner unity: self-mastery. The ethic 
quite natural:~¥ did more than negate external rules; it demanded a 
wholehearted compliance llith the spiritual laws of Christ, a total self-
surrender to the divine 'llill, which was spiritual. 
The spiritual man has seen the heart of the Eternal, the 
meanj.ng of life and of all b~~· of his 01111 true nature 
and of the highest good. • • • 
The Christian who has •seen the heart of the Eternal• .finds that he owes 
not less, but more and more to God, his every deed, bia innermost 
thoughts, bis complete loyalty. Obedience to the moral order is not 
obedience to something external and foreign; it roots in inner convic-
tion, includes a spiritual outlook, and involves a true autoiiOIIW as man 
finds his onJ;y life in God. A real freedom is gained, for life begins 
to be a vital result of, or momentarily at one with, the W!lll'kings of the 
inner man. 
The pneumatikoi at Corinth bad conceived themselves to be free 
from the law and tlms thought they had license to vice. 23 Having no 
criterion for moral conduct, they felt that they could do anything and 
be lawful. They felt that their acceptance of Christianity had made 
them immediately spiritual. But Paul thought differently. 
'All things are lawful for me, • but not all things are help-
ful. •All things are lawful for me, 1 but I will not be 
enslaved by aqything. •Food is meant for the stomach and 
the stomach for food 1--and God llill destroy both one and the 
other. The boey is not meant for i11111orality, but for the 
2~11, According to Paul, P• 197 • 
2~rton Scott Enslin, The Etb:i.cs of Paul. New York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 19JJ, P• 125-.-
Lord, and the Lord for the bod,y. (I Corinthiana 6:12,1.3) 
Libert;y was not to be license. Freedom from ritualistic patterns of 
morali t;y did not mean license to sin, for the essence of freedom for 
Paul ss being inseparably bound to God, which negated all sin. Paul 
advocated a new criterion, admonishing the people to recoguize the 
highest laws of love, hum:i.li ty and sincerity, from which no man could 
ever be free. He demanded a pragmatic test as an indiCM~tion of sin-
cerit;y • 
• • • it is my pr~ar that ;your love may abound more and 
more, with knowledge and all discernment, so that you may 
approve what is excellent, and may be pure and blameless 
for the ~ of Christ, filled with the fruits of right-
eousness which come through Jesus Christ, to the glory 
and praise of God. (Philippians 1:9-ll) 
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The legalistic ethic of Judailllll tended to be static. At its 
best it was reactionary, IIIILking advances onl3 as the scribes 
attempted, by every means of interpretation and extension, to make the 
inadecpate leather of the old cover meet the changed condi tiona of the 
new. The Pharisaic beginnings, its break from the extreme reactionary 
priesthood, attempted to create new methods to include the changing 
moral and social demands of ensuing generations. The forward step 
herein indicated should not be overlooked, but it remained inadequate. 
The prophets introduced the spirit of ethical behavior. lt'ith Jesus 
the ethic of the spirit had its most complete statement. Paul sought 
in his clmrches to find the application of the new spirit to each and 
every specific situation. Rather than an agglomeration of rules, a 
principle of action, based on the spirit of Christ, became determina-
tive. To love, and to live love, summarizes the principle in its 
application. 
Love is patient and kind; love is not jealous or 
boastful; it ia not ~gant or rude. Love does not 
insist on its 01111 liiiTJ it is not irritable or resentfUl; 
it does not rejoice in the wrong, but rejoices in the 
right. Love bears all things, believes all things, 
hopes all things, endure& all things, (I Corinthians 
13:4-7) 
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"Love does no wrong to a neighbor; therefore love is the fulfilling of 
the law,n (Romans 13:10) This indwelling moral order gave men a con-
tinual guidance and a growing insight. 
The reference to the spirit of Christ as the norm or principle 
of the Christian life does not appear in so many words in the epistles, 
but the idea appears again and again. "Let each of us please his 
neighbor for his good, to edi.fy him. For Christ did not please him-
self; •• ,n (Romans 15:2) iihen he ll&nts to "prove by the earnest-
ness of others that your love is genuine," he appeals to •the grace 
of our Lord Jesus Christ" who •though he was rich, yet for your sake 
became poor, so that by his poverty you might becane rich." 
(ll Corinthians 8:8,9) "Be ye imitators of me, as I am of Christ.• 
(I Corinthians ll:l) "For me to live is Christ.• (Philippians 1:21) 
For I through the law died to the law, that I might 
live to God. I have been crucified with Christ; it is no 
longer I who live, but Christ who lives in me; and the 
life I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son 
of God. • • • (Galatians 2:19,20) 
To be a Christian is to think, feel and act in accord with the spirit 
of Christ. 
Paul's ethics is dependent upon the spirit of Christ 
rather than on the words of Christ as we find them in 
the fifth chapter of Matthew. It is an emphasis on the 
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righteousness of the spirit •••• 24 
The discernment of this right spirit within man as an active force, the 
vital power, and the application of its eternal.l¥ constant demands to 
specific human problems 1111s the essence of the ethic. 
According to Paul this ethic, inscribed into individual life, 1111s 
the practical basis for the resurrection experience. The resurrection 
depends fully upon an ethics of inwardness in llhi.ch the individual 
Christian is regenerated. 14ore than mere compliance 'lli.th recognized 
ethical precepts, the Pauline ethic involves inner motivation llhich de-
termines the nature of the man. The ethical behavior of man, his 
response to the human situations around him, determined his readiness 
for resurrection. How an individual carried out his daizy activities 
1111s distinctly related to his preparedness for resurrection. Paul ad-
monished the early Christians to be guided by the spirit of Christ in all 
the minutia of dai:cy experience, not just to bold them in check until 
resurrection, but as a necessary part of the resurrection in their growth 
to1111rd spirituality. 
It is the in1111rd regenerative nature o£ the ethic libich makes it 
vital to Paul. He is concerned with mortals who need to put on the 1new 
man • and put off the 'old man, ' to dispel neshl i ness, and gain spirit-
uality. The manifestation of this ethical behavior in individual lives 
is important, indeed, is the continual factor of the resurrection expe-
rience. Resurrection is intimately linked 'IIi. th the daily experience 
of Christians and cannot be separated from their ethical behavior. The 
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practical application of the spirit of Christ regenerates the person 
and is the mean8 for putting on the •new man. • 
The Pauline ethic not only depended on the spirit of Christ, but 
ll!l.s also sustained by Paul• s concept of God which distinctly echoed 
prophetic religion. God is Spirit and His moral order is spiritual. 
While certainly not based on legalism, the Pauline ethic did not depend 
upon a caPricious God with uutable la115. God is a constant Factor and 
His demands are invariable. This is not to imply that He •s con-
ceived to be ~arsenal in the sense of being indifferent, but imper-
sonal in that He remained forever i~J~>artial. 
There will be tribulation and distress for every human 
being who does evil, the Jew first and also the Greek, but 
glory and honor and peace for every one who does good, the 
Jew first and also the Greek. For God shows no partiality. 
(Romans 2:9-ll) 
In another sense Paul conceived Him to be intensely personal in that He 
cares for all of His creation. God as understood to be Love and Ri.s 
goodness free and spontaneous and wholly independent of its object. 
• ••• God sholiB His love for us in that lllhile we were yet sinners 
Christ died for us.• (Romans .5:8) Throughout all God remains Love. 
It is good will, that is, it wills alll!l.ys and only the 
morally good, the highest good for its objects. Just 
because it is this type of love, it can never be indi.ffer-
wnt to evil. • • It involves inexorable moral demands and 
a moral judgment. To believe in a moral God is to believe 
in a moral universe. Such a one cannot be one solely of 
moral demand, but of appropriate consequences. This moral 
demand in its final and ultimate consequence is supportive 
of o~ good and destructive of the evil.2.5 
2.5 Rall, 212.• cit., P• 191. 
CHAP1:ER IV • THE FLIISH, THE SPim T AND THE OODY 
Having glanced at the intensely personal ethic lihi.cb is so basic 
to an understanding of Paul, it will now be necessary to stuey the 
Pauline concept of the flesh, its direct conflict with the spirit, and 
his view of the boey, Certainly the •locus classicus• for this element 
of his thought is Romans 7 and 8, We shall not be limi. ted to these two 
chapters, Burton points out in the International Critical CoDBilentary 
that there is no one consistent view of the flesh in the epistles. 26 
The tem is used anywhere from seventy to ninety times in the epistles, 
depending upon the version of the New Testament used, I. D. Davies 
feels that there are fiftrsix cases of flesh used in a purel;y 11111terial 
sense, as in "peysical structure, kinship, or sphere of present axis-
tence, n and thirtrfive cases in lihi.ch it is used with ethical signifi-
cance. 27 The twofold use of the word 'IIOUl.d seem to lead Paul into 
apparent inconsistencies. We shall try to indicate as clearl;y as possi-
ble a constructive and meaningful understanding of the various uses of 
flesh, so that it does not need to be viewed as inconsistentl;y used b,y 
Paul, 
In a majority of cases Paul refers to the flesh as peysical, as 
a material substance in llirl.ch mortal 111an lives. In these instances 
"flesh is al11rqs living, organized matter presenting the activity of a 
28 
sensuous being." It refers directl;y to the substance-11111tter of the 
27Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, P• 19. 
28 w, David Stacey, The Pauline View of Man. London: Macmillan 
and Compaey- Ltd., 1956, p.15). ----
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mortal body-its blood, flesh and bones. In the strict Hebrew tradition 
he did not speak of mortal man apart from the fiesh, Mortal man was a 
living, palpitating, animated organic structure whose nature was inher-
ently material, The flesh is the material of the earthly bocy. "For I 
know that nothing good dwells within me, tbat is, in my flesh," (Romans 
11:18) Often lrilen Paul refers to his mortal self'hood he refers to himself 
as flesh, It is interesting to note that in ID8.IlY cases the Revised 
Standard Version substitutes various terms for what is called flesh in 
the King James Version. 11Since we have these promises, beloved, let us 
cleanse ourselves from every defilement of bocy (flesh in the KJV) and 
spirit, and make holiness perfect in the fear of God," (II Corinthians 
7:1) "For even when -.e came into Macedonia, our bodies (flesh in the 
KJV) had no rest. , • ,n (II Corinthians 7:5) "• •• so that no human 
being (flesh in the KJV) might boast in the presence of God.• (I Corin-
thians 1:29) 
Mortal man in the flesh designates his difference and distance 
from God. This is true of the Old Testament, as in Isaiah 31:3: "The 
Egyptians are men, and not God; and their horses are flesh and not 
spirit.• Job asks of God: "Hast thou eyes of flesh? Dost thou see as 
mn sees?" (Job 10:4) Flesh delineates the irreparable gap between mor-
tal man and his spiritual creator. 11Flesh represents mere man, man in 
contrast -with God-hence man in his weakness and mortality. 1129 As the 
direct antithesis of God, Spirit, mortal man is as the grass of the 
field which withers a~. He is substanceless when viewed .from the 
29 
Robinson, The ~; P• 21. 
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substantial viewpoint of Spirit. Flesh is likelled to the outward man who 
is "•sting allly.• (II Corinthians 4:16) As a material •substance• mor-
tal man cannot "inherit the kingdom of God.• (I Corinthians 6:9) 
In Romans 8:5-8 Paul says: 
For those who live according to the flesh set their minds 
on the things of the flesh, but those who live according to 
the spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit. To 
set the mind on the flesh is death, but to set the mind on 
the Spirit is life and peace. For the mind that is set on 
the flesh is hostile to God;. it does not submit to God's law, 
indeed it cannot, and those who are in the flesh cannot 
please God. 
Here Paul sets a standard for his people. Dwelling in the flesh is inad-
equate for Christians, because the flesh:cy" body, being physical, is di-
rectly opposite to God, Spirit. 
But I sa;y walk in the Spirit, and do not grati:f'y the 
desires of the flesh. For the desires of the flesh are 
against the Spirit, and the desires of the Spirit are 
against the flesh; for these are opposed to.each other •• 
(Galatians 5:16,17) • • 
'lhat is the nature of those who dwell in the flesh? In I Corinthians he 
speaks of all those dwelling in the flesh as susceptible to the pettiness 
of mortal life. "For you are still of the flesh. For while there is 
jealousy and strife among you, are you not of the flesh, and behaving 
like ordinary men?• (I Corinthians 3:3) For Paul, existence in the 
flesh, and the impurity and weakness thereof, results in a dishonoring 
of God and a worship of matter. 
Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their hearts 
to impurity, to the dishonoring of their bodies among them-
selves, because they exchanged the truth about God for a lie 
and worshipped and served the creature rather than the 
creator, who is blessed forever. (Romans 1:24) 
"lhen flesh is used by Paul to designate material body or corpo-
real structure it may be considered ethically neutral. Recognizing it 
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as effect rather than cause, Paul could speak of it in terms lllhich were 
less than derogatory. Here we see an extremel,y important divergence 
fran Greek thollght, lllhich considered the corporeal, physical body the 
evil wbich IIIUst be eliminated in order to find the freedom of the soul. 
The distinction .-ntiooed earlier between Jewish and Greek thought c:e,n-
not be e~~phasized too strongl,y. The Greek conceived of •twoness•: a 
soul contained wl.thin a body. Both were distinctl,y individual and the 
body ll!lS imperfect and evil. A real dualism existed in that soul could 
exist without body. The Hebrew had no such duality and mortal man 
existed in an essential oneness of being. The fieshl,y structure did not 
comprise an essential evil in itself. Evil consisted in man separated 
from God, man in his nakedness and in his disobedience to God. Paul has 
probabl,y been considered to be most seriousl,y influenced by Greek 
thought at this point. An attEIIIpt shall be made to indicate that Paul 
did not depart tram his Hebraic education and thus accept a Hellenistic 
dualism. Klausner 'III'i tes: 
ilhlm Paul drew the antithesis between flesh and spirit 
he did not necessaril,y derive it from Greek philosophy, but 
he ll!lS insisting upon a distinction and contrast familiar 
to students of the Old Testament, but to which no othff 
Pharisee of his time had given such marked emphasis. 
\lhen flesh is used in its ethical connotation it i11111ediatel,y 
denotes evil or sin in its full meaning. Mortal man wilfully opposes 
God, Spirit, by following after fleshly desires, and hence is separated 
frQJJl God by being in the fiesh. The fieshly desires of which Paul 
speaks are likened to the "carnal mind" which is "enmity against God." 
30 . 
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(Ranans 8: 7- KJV) The :fleshly or carnal mind yearns to take power fran 
God and branch out on its own, to exchange "the truth about God :for a 
lie" and to worship and serve 11 the creature rather than the creator." 
(Romans 1: 24) 
Paul's special contribution to the meaning o:f nesh 
lies in the intense reality and potency he gives to the 
word in the ethical sphere. So important is :flesh as an 
ethical term that the tendency is to overlook the more 
common, material usage, and thus to lose the essential 
background. I:f we begin with the Old Testament, the dev-
elopment is natural enough, but i:f we begin with Romans 
8:6 :ff or Galatians 5:19 it will be quite easy to assume 
that the corruption o:f the :flesh is basic. And from that 
would spring a dualistic conception o:f man that would 
serious:cy- misinterpret Paul.31 
Stacey would argue that there is a definite development of the concept 
o:f :flesh, beginning with the Old Testament and finding its :final form 
in such passages as Romans 8:6 ft. It ranges from the primordial 
Hebraic concepts o:f the flesncy man to the highly ethical connotation 
which is found in Romans. Thus the Old Testament usage and the 
Pauline derivatives which re:fer to :flesh as the peysical substance are 
the initial or original meaning of the word flesh. It describes the 
:flesh and blood mortal man who maintains the center of the stage in 
the human sphere o:f activities. 
The expansion of the use of the word fJ.esh-that is, :flesh used 
with definite ethical connotations-vomprise Paul• s attempt, not to 
create a new and llholly separate meaning for the word, but to use it 
in an explanatory sense. When used ethically, flesh indicates more 
than just mortal man. It means the un-<::hristlike, erroneous :forces 
31stacey, The Pauline View of Man, PP• 161-162. 
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which lead man to seek after the things of the flesh. He is attempting 
to account for the presence of the flesh and blood mortal man and he 
sees this as being the result of 'fleshliness•-fleshliness in thought 
and fleshliness in act. While the 110rd flesh, used ethicall;r, is a step 
fol'118rd in the evolution of the 110rd, flesh in this usage is also an ex-
plication of wtw man becomes the sinful mortal that he finds himself to 
be. The lures of fleshliness have enticed mortals to seek after the 
flesh and thus to become flesh and blood. llhile it is difficult to con-
ceive, Paul actually blames pcysicality, the flesh and blood mortal, on 
the tendency to ascribe power to the flesh rather than to Spirit. No 
necessary duality can be arbitrarily assigned to this theory. Instead 
it can be viewed as merely t110 sides or aspects of the same person. On 
the one hand he is viewed as flesh and blood and on the other as not 
being flesh and blood, but its opposite1 a spiritual being, 
In Hellenistic thought the ~basis lay on the belief that flesh 
and spirit 11ere t110 distinct elements which, when combined, formed a 
mortal. The fleshly or material element had to be droPPed off before 
the spiritual element could express full freedom. Ho11ever, the fleshly 
element did not have to be conquered or liquidated through a decisive 
reliance upon and aw.k:ening to the spiritual forces of God, or by an 
ethic of spirituality. The real difference ay on the metapeysical 
plane. An actual •t110-ness• e:d.sted for the Greek in which flesh and 
spirit 11ere in constant tension. Paul draliS upon his Hebrew heritage 
by believing in a basic metapcysical oneness. Paul's dualism is eth-
32 ical rather than metapeysical ar peysiological.n Paul explicitly 
32Enslin, The Ethics of Paul, P• 122. 
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carries hi.s thought to a further stage of developnent than his Jewish 
contemporaries. iihi.le relying on their general beliefs of a oneness of 
individual being, he expands the concept by stressing the ethical di var-
sity between the &Lements of flesh and spirit. 
Yet the two were not seen as two diverse and substantial entities. 
llhile the Greek philosopher generally believed that the flesh was to be 
despised and rejected, he accepted it as an external and substantial· 
reality, Paul did not do this. Flesh consisted of a corrupting energy, 
certai.nl3 opposed to spiri tusl energies, which did not exist as a sep-
arate external entity. As Enslin suggests, there are not two bases of 
being, but one, and a dualistic ethic which determined in what light 
the basic substance would be seen-that is, as fleshly or as spiritual. 
Rudolph Bultmann writes: 
11hat does Paul call man, and how does he regard him, when 
he is the subject of his own willing and doing, when he is 
his real self who can distinguish himself from his soma-self'? 
In Rom. 7:22 and II Cor. 4:16 as a formal designation for that 
self he uses the term 1the inner man,' an expression that 
appears to be derived from the anthropology of Hellenistic 
dualism. But it has a puracy formal meaning in Paul, as may 
be seen from the fact that it means t110 things of different 
content in the t110 passages cited. • • • The 1inner man• of 
Rom. 7:22 is identical in content with the NOUS {'mind•), 
which belongs to man• s essence (note bow •inner man• is 
picked up v. 23 by the term 1mind 1), ••• the innS) man of 
II Cor. 4:16 is the self transformed by the spirit. 3 
It is hoped that the maey dangling atrings of this problem may be clar-
ified following a discussion of the Pauline 11sage of spirit, and more 
particularly of the body. 
3~dolph Bul tmann, 
II, {Theologie ~~Neu~ 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 
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•· David Stacey designates various uses of the 110rd spirit 
(pneuua) in the Pauline epistles which, though perhaps too explicit, 
exemplify the breadth of meaning that can be attributed to a single 
110rd.34 In the first sense spirit is applied to God, to the Divine. 
"For the lsw of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set me .free from 
the lsw of sin and death.• (Romans .8: 2) God is Spirit and wholly spir-
itual, and must be recognized as such. In the second sense the Spirit 
acts as a divine influence in the life ~ all believers. "For all who 
are led by the Spirit of God are the sons of God.• (Romans 8:14) Here, 
and in a large number of passages, the Spirit becomes the vitalizing 
energy of God which bears directly upon the lives of mortals. This 
spiritual energy is conceived as an energy which is directly opposed by 
the false or un-christlike energy of the flesh. The heaviest emphasis 
must be placed on the use of Spirit in this sense. Repeated occurrence 
of the Spirit as a vital energy, particularly in the vastly important 
eighth chapter of Romans, stresses the preeminence of this usage of the 
word Spirit. In!. Timotl;y reference is made to "deceitful spirits.• 
"Now the Spirit expressly says that in lster times some will depart 
.from the faith by giving heed to deceitful spirits and doctrines of 
demons." (I Timotl;y 4:1) nJ.e seducing spirits are t~ spirits of evil 
which lead mortals away from the true Spirit. Stacey refers to the 
fourth usage of Spirit as an expansion of the third ..tlen he defines it 
as •those characteristics which ensued from the influence of disobedient 
spirits."35 These •deceitful spirits,• if not identical, are parallel 
34stacey, ~· cit., PP• 128-129. 
35Ibid., P• 128. 
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1li th the ethical meaning of the word flesh. The characteristics or 
"works of the flesh are plain1 ilmnorality, impurity, licentiousness,idol-
atr;r .. sorcery,enmity, strife, jealousy, anger, selfishness,dissension, 
party spirit,envy, drunkenness, carousing, and the like." {Galatians $1 
19-20) In a real sense Paul uses spirit to designate both of the influ-
ences to which mortals can lend themselves; namely, the fleshly and the 
spiritual. Tlms it is not truly accurate to say that flesh and spirit 
are iD direct conflict unless a more precise definition is given. \then 
he means spirit as opposed to flesh, he uses flesh in its ethical mean-
ing implying corruption; spirit then designates the spiritual or Christly 
elements which have definite ethical relevance and are morally good and 
spiritually real. 
In another usage the spirit implies the spirit (or attitude) 
belonging to Christian believers. "For though I am absent in body, yet 
I am with you in spirit, rejoicing to see your good order and the firm-
ness of your faith in Christ." (Colossians 215) Here the spirit 
refers to the unity of outlook which epitomized the Christian believers 
and is close to meaning mind. Stacey completes his analysis of Paul's 
usage of spirit by saying that spirit also means the personal spirit, 
"the natural possession of every man, which of itself is neither good 
36 
nor bad ••• •" This spirit would seem to be the human mind which is 
susceptible to either good or evil influences but is itself neutral. 
"For 'llbat person knOll'S a man's thought except the spirit of the man 
which is in him." (I Corinthians 2111) The succeeding verses indicate 
36 Stacey, 22• cit., P• 129. 
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that Paul is reminding his people that this human spirit or mind, being 
incapable of knowing the spiritual truths by itself, must depend upon 
the spirit (pneuma) of God, which Bultmann declares is a "divine power 
37 
that stands in absolute contrast to all that is human." In the degree 
that mortals recognize that spiritual truths can be interpreted ollJ¥ by 
those who have the "mind of Christ," will the human mind or spirit, 
itself neutra4 be turned to•rd spiritual and aay from fieshJ¥ things. 
So also rio one comprehends the thoughts of God except the 
Spirit of God. Now we have received not the spirit of the 
world, but the Spirit which is from God, that we might under-
1¢and the gifts bestowed on us by God. And we impart this in 
words not taught by human wisdom but taught by the Spirit, 
interpreting spiritual to those who possess the Spirit. The 
unspiritual man does not receive the gifts of the Spirit of 
God, for they are fol.J.Jr to him, and he is not able to under-
stand them because they are spiritually discerned. The spir-
i tual man judges all things, but is himself to be judged by 
no one. 'For who has known the mind of the Lord so as to 
instruct him?' But we have the mind of Christ. (I Corin-
thians 2:12-16) 
In the discussion of the spirit and the flesh an element of 
• neutrality• constantly appears. What is meant by this? The term 
flesh in its broad usage has both ethical.J.Jr neutral and ethical4' nega-
tive qualities. In Galatians Paul ~s that he 11 did not confer with 
flesh and blood, a which quite obviously lacks any necessary ethical 
meaning. He simp:cy refers to mortals. Yet often flesh iiJ¥llies corrup-
tion of the vilest type. When speaking of spirit occasionally he 
means the Divine, sometimes the 1evil spirits• or moral4' detrimental 
influences, and often the personal self of man, neutral, and poten-
tial.J.Jr capable of being influenced by good or evil, by the Divine or 
37Bultmann, Theology of ~~Testament, P• 153· 
the fleshly. It is felt that the key to the entire problem lies in a 
comprehension of the meaning of body as it is used by Paul. In this 
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tem lies the basic clue to an interpretation of resurrection. A precise 
definition of body resolves the confusion created by the seemingly inor-
dinate uses of flesh and spirit and characterizes the goal of the Pauline 
ethics. J. A. T. Robinson refers to the body as the "keystone of Paul's 
theology.".38 
Of course, at the outset, we are confronted with the fact that the 
word body (saaa) bas no one usage to which a simple definition may be at-
tsched. Robinson notes that three meanings may be assigned to the var-
ious uses of Body: l) as flesh, 2) as the whole man, 3) as the unity of 
39 
all humanity. ·In!.. Corinthians 9:27 and 13:3 are illustrations of 
body as being identical with flesh. •I poDDDel m;r body and subdue it 
lest after preaching to others I may be disqualified." "If I give away 
all that I have, and if I deliver m;r body to be burned, but I have not 
love, I gain nothing. n "Body is identical 'IIi th flesh when used in its 
simplest non-ethical sense.n4° Body merely represents the external pres-
ence of the whole man. This whole man or whole person can be character-
ized by body also and thus denotes more than just what is external to a 
man himself, or something which he bas. "It is what he is.nl!l The body 
is the mole person and thus becomes man's very self; it is "equivalent 
to personality (English usage)n42 "Do you not know that your body is a 
38 b" it 9 Ro mson, !?E.• £..._•, P• • 
4°stacey, !?E.• cit., P• 183. 
4~bid., P• 28. 
39Ibid., PP• 127-130. 
4laobinson, !?E.• cit., P• 28. 
temple of the Ho~ Spirit within you, which you have from God? You are 
not your own; you were bought llith a price. So glorify God in your 
body.n (I Corinthians 6:19) Thir~, nthe body is that which joins 
all people irrespective of individual differences, in life's bundle to-
gether.n43 This obviously bears traces of the Hebraic concept of gen-
eric man, of the totality of man. Bound together in a common union, men 
are inseparab~ linked; not as individuals joined together, but as a 
whole seen individual~. Speaking of life's bundle he says: 
For just as the body is one and has ma:qy members, and all 
the members of the body, though maey, are one body, so it is 
with Christ. For by one Spirit were we all baptized into 
one body--Jews or Greeks, slaves or free--and all were made 
to drink of one Spirit. For the body does not consist of 
one member but of many ••• as it is there are maey parts, yet 
one body. • • If one member suffers, all suffer together; if 
one is honored, all rejoice together. (I Corinthians 12: 
12-J.h, 20, 26) 
The extenai ve use of the 110rd boct>" (soma) by Paul, in some 
seventy-five passages, indicates clearly that boey and flesh are not 
real~ identical. 
There is no suggestion, for instance, that body, like 
flesh, in itself connotes weakness and mortality; nor 
that it carries the imputation of the merely external as 
opposed to J!ir spirit~l, the mere~ human as opposed to 
the divine. 
In the human scene, that of mortal man, flesh and boey are interchange-
able; Paul uses than in such a •Y• Often when referring to himself or 
others he speaks alternately of flesh or body. The flesh refers to the 
external man, to the mortal man who is subject to various limitations 
and temptations. Romans 2:25-29 indicates his interchangeable usage of 
43Robinson, ~· cit., P• 29. 44 Ibid., P• 31. 
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the terms, especially in the last verse. 11 For he is not a real Jew wbo 
is one outwardly, nor is true circUIIlCision something external and ph;ys-
ical.• The ~ James Version translates external and physical by the 
word flesh. There ill a similar occurrence in the next chapter. "For 
no human being will be justified in his sight by the works of the law 
since through the law comes knowledge of sin.• (Romans 3:20) The 
phrase human being has the translation of flesh in the older version. 
Another illustration is that of Galatians 6:17: "Henceforth let no 
man trouble me; for I bear on my body the marks of Jesus.• :whenever 
he speaks of mortals, of those men following the first Adam, he can 
speak of flesh and blood or body and for all practical purposes mean 
the same thing. The bod;:r, when subject to the flesh, is fieshly, and 
Paul speaks of it as such. 
Yet, by no means does he mean that flesh and bod;y are one and 
the same thing without differentiation. 
llhile flesh stands for man in the solidarity of creation, 
in his distance from God, bod;y stan~5for man, in the soli-darity of creation, as made for God. 
Bod;y is the substantiality of man, but in the present sphere of activi-
ties its substantial! ty appears tainted by fleshliness. Paul adheres 
strictly to his Hebraic training, to the theology of his forefathers, 
by emphasizing the value of the body. His belief concerning •soma• 
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"belongs inseparably, constitutively to human existence." As will be 
seen, this emphasis carries itself into the realm of future exlstence 
45Robinson, 5?£• cit., P• 31. 
4~ultmann, 5?£• cit., P• .192. 
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and bears directly upon the resurrection beliefs of Paul. Any thought 
of existence without a boqy bears no resemblance to what has been record-
ed in the Pauline epistles, and is wholly un-Pauline. 
Being the substantial and contiguous element of man, bod;y is in-
correctly vie11ed when seen as a possession of man. Rather it is Pauline 
to say that man is body; he does not possess one. This is strictly 
Hebraic, and yet Paul does not confine himself to visualizing a fleshly 
body as the sum and substance of what man as body is. Seeking to per-
ceive beyond sheer peysicali v and, of course, re:cying on the new gospel, 
though "humanly speaking" (Romans 3:5) it is certainly vital. It is not 
onzy in!_ Corinthians 15:44 that he visualizes thl.s 'spiritual body,' 
for it is clearly referred to in maey other passages, including refer-
ences concern:ling the 'old man• and the •new man' and the 'first Adam' 
and the •second Adam.' Ho11ever the body may be more explicitq defined, 
it relates to man's real self. Bultmann points out that 11 not in a few 
cases soma can be translated siq>ly 'I' {or whatever personal pronoun 
fits the context) •• ,n47 The~ James Version says: "Christ shall 
be magnified in my boqy," (in me) {Philippians 1•20) Also, "Present 
your bodies (yourselves) as a living sacrifice, hozy and acceptable to 
God, which is your spiritual worship." (Romans 12:1) Body, in Pauline 
terminology, must be considered, not as an object of man's attention, 
but as the subject itself, as the whole man. 
Paul never condemns the body as such, but rather the maey imper-
fections and inharmonies which result from the limitations of a mortal 
47 Bultmann, 21!.• cit,., P• 194. 
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The flesh, by definition, is weak, though the spirit may be 
Willing. Instead of condemning those living in the flesh, he condemns 
the material condition which is the result of impurity, jealousy, strife 
and hatred. Recognizing a certain core of goodness within each man, Paul 
denounces the sinful quality of thought which allows men to act as if the 
mortal body were God. Indulgence of the body, its sinful actions, denies 
the glory due to the only God. "So glorifY God in your body.• 
(I Corinthians 6:20) 
Rather than submission to the flesh, Paul seeks to set up a firm 
resistance to its subtle suggestions. 
Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal bodies, to 
make you obey their passion. Do not yield your members to 
sin as instruments of wickedness, but yield yourselves to 
God as men have been brought from death to life, and your 
members to God as instruments of righteousness. (Romans 
6:12, 13) 
In Colossians he writes: · "Put to death therefore what is eartey in you: 
immorality, iqrurity, passion, evill desire and covetousness, which is 
idolatry.• (Colossians 3:5) Galatians and Colossians express the 
belief that circumcision and the many Judaic regulations--11Do not 
handle, do not taste, do not touch" (Colossians 2:21)-glorify the 
flesh, while Paul glories only in the cross of Christ. Further evidences 
will be given of the vll-Utudinous passages which contain injunctions to 
morality and purity; but it may be assumed that Paul's mind often ached 
at the thoughts of the sinfulness of the flesh, which tended to separate 
men from God. 
The 110rds •flesh' and 1body 1 have a different meaning. The 
flesh in its fullest sense indicates only that which is sinful and 
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impure. The body has a continuing meaning beyond and spiri tuall,y above 
the flesh; it has a higher manifestation in the spiritual realm. It is 
referred to as: na temple of the Hol,y Spirit within you, which you have 
from God. • • • So glorify God in your body." (I Corinthians 6:19, 20) 
The reference to the body as a taple coincides 1li th both the Synoptic 
Gospels and the Gospel of John. In these references (Matthew 26:61, 
Mark 14:58, John 2:19 ff) JeSils refers to his body as a temple llhich he 
will raise up in three days. His 110rds are mistakenly interpreted by 
the Pharisees to mean the temple of David, but John makes it explicit 
that JeSils is speaking about his own body; and the implications are 
quite clear in the Synoptics. Early in ! Corinthians Paul speaks of 
bodies as •members of Christ." llhere once Christians yielded their mem-
bers to "impurity and to greater and greater iniqui tyn now they had the 
opportum.ty to "yield your members to righteousness for sanctification." 
(Romans 6:19) The body, seen in this light, would seem to be a core, 
Sllsceptible to both the flesh and the Spirit. In so far as it lives in 
the flesh, sinful passions carry it toward death. Set in reverse motion 
the body gravitates toward Spirit, represented by Christ. 
i precise definition of the 110rd body is identity. Body is one's 
conscious identity, and depending on its receptivity is dra-wn either to 
the flesh or to the Spirit. When, in I Corinthians 6:12, 13, Paul 
rejects the bondage of the body to the flesh, saying, "The body is not 
meant for immorality, but for the Lord, and the Lord for the body," it 
becomes exceedingly difficult to conceive of this body as being the 
fleshly body. When writing to the Philippians he describes the debate 
within his mind as to whether he should remain in the flesh or depart 
and be llith Christ. He realizes that while he is still in the flesh he 
can do some good to those he would otherwise leave behind. From these 
passages one may deduce that boey, defined as conscious identity, or 
continuous core of being, is not far from what Paul appears to be saying. 
The boey is that which always exists, whether it be subject to the flesh 
or subject to the Spirit. It is important to remember a conclusion 
reached above; namely, that we are not dealing with Greek metapeysical 
dualism in which there exists ho separate entities, eternally in con-
flict. Rei!Bining 1li thin the confines of his rabbinic training, Paul 
does not conceive of an absolute dualism, thus permi. tting him to speak 
of a fiesncy boey anc:l a spiritual boey. In its complete meaning boey 
represents the continuing identity or essence of an individual. This 
bciey experiences what ma:y be termed a 1 fall• "because they exchanged the 
truth about God for a lie and worshipped and served the creature rather 
than the creator." (Romans 1:24) 
c. H. Dodd confirms, in part, what bas been said concerning 
Paul's definition of boey. "The boey is the individual self as an organ-
ism which passes from one phase to another preserving the self of the 
individual intact ... 48 Boey, as identity, ties each individual, regard-
less of his peysicali ty, to all of creation and also binds all persons 
to the Power that controls the boey. In !. Corinthians 15:44 explicit 
reference is made to a spiritual boey. "If there is a peysical boey, 
there is &lao a spiritual boey.n II Corinthians 5:2 deacribes how men 
4Bc. H. Dodd, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans. New York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1940, P• 196. 
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long to put on the "heavenly dwelling." The flesh is not included in 
the spiritual boey; a spiritual boey necessarily precludes the absence 
of any flesh. Seen in the ethical context already prescribed, spirit 
and flesh are unalterably opposed; they lead men in two directions. 
The fleshly body is bebeld before the resurrection and the spiritual 
boey is beheld after the resurrection. There is an obvious connection 
between the physical and the spiritual. boey, the physical being chrono-
logically first from an historical vantage point, the spiritual being 
the fUll representation of man as created by God. The race of physical 
bodies is described as being !dam, while Jesus, the last J.dam, is the 
first representative of the spiritual boey. Thus: 
Boey is the link of continuity between man in bondage 
to sin (flesh), man in the service of Christ (the sincere 
Christian), and man in the Resurrection. There is no 
other link.49 
49stacey, ££• cit., P• 190. 
CHAPTER V. THE Rl!SURR&;TIOO 
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Various portions of the epistles of Paul give slight indications 
of the resurreotion doctrine which the fifteenth chapter of !. Corin-
thians contains most complet~. We shall now examine this chapter, 
placing it wi. thin the context of esrlier findings. Specific attention 
will be given to these other passages which enlarge our concept of res-
urrection. Emphasis is placed on!. Corinthians 15, not onl;y because it 
contains Paul's clearest statement of resurrection, but also because it 
"contains the earliest and most important testimony to the resurrection 
of Jesus and to its place in the earq Christian message.n50 
The inscription found on an Orphic tablet in southern Ital7 
resds: "I am a child of esrth and the star:ey heavens, but my race is 
from heaven,n5l Perhaps this characterizes Paul's view of man in rela-
tion to the resurrection. It is believed that Paul, when viewing man 
frcm what may be termed the 1 completed side of the resurrection, 1 saw 
bim as a spiritual entity. In other 110rds man, llhen viewed fran a 
standpoint in which the resurrection has alreacy occurred, is not a 
corruptible mortal, but an incorruptible immortal. Moffatt points out 
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that the literal meaning of immortality is incorruption. Thus man, 
viewed in this perspective, unquestionabq resides in a spiritual 
life, as a spiri tuaJ. being, whose •race is from beaY.en. 1 
50
clarence Tucker Craig, The First Epistle of Paul to the ~ 
inthians, The Interpreter's Bible, Vol. 10, ed. George Buttrick, 
Walter Bowie, Paul Scherer, John Knox, Samuel Terrain, and Nolan 
Harmon. New York: ,lbingdon Press, 1953, P• 21.4. 
51 Enslin, ~· cit., p. 120. 
52 James Moffatt, (ed.), The Moffatt New Testament Commentary, 
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But our commonwealth is heaven, and fran it we await 
a Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, who will change our lowly 
boey to be like his glorious boey, by the power llhich 
enables him even to subject all things to himself. 
{Philippians 3:20,21) 
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This ideal state of •Christlikeness• meaningfully describes the purpose 
and goal of the Christian believer looking forward to the resurrection. 
The actual happenings of this resurrection process are intimately en-
twined with the entire Pauline IJI8SSage. -.hat actualzy occurs will be 
the burden of the remainder of this thesis to indicate. 
The opening verses of chapter fifteen voice a strong expression 
of Paul's opinion that wbat be is about to say is not a new nor an eso-
teric doctrine, bu.t the very basis of Christianity. What is involved 
is the substance, the llhole, of the Christian revelation and not just 
an incidental portion. Reviewing the appearances of Jesus to the dis-
ciples, the five hundred and "last of all ••• to one untimely born,• 
(I Corinthians 15:8) he establishes in fact the resurrection of Jesus. 
This manifestation of divine power Paul considers the 1 first fruits. 1 
Speaking to the Corinthian doubters, he emphasizes that Jesus• resur-
rection is not an isolated event, bu.t includes the foundation and ex-
planation of the Christian religion. "• •• we shall certainzy be 
united with him in a resurrection like his.• (Romans 6:5) 11J.nd God 
raised the Lord and will also raise us up by his power." (I Corin-
thians 6:14) 
Karl Barth suggests that Paul addresses more than just a few dis-
senters,; he speaks to the whole cl:lurch in Corinth. 
It must at least be obvious from the first glance that 
in dealing with the Coriil'tbian doubters he 11as not concerned 
with this thing or that thing, but with the whole.53 
Some of the doubters have undoubtedly been persuaded by Hellenistic 
thought, inherently theirs in Corinth. Paul concerns himself with 
preventing a continuation of both the doubters and their doubts. To 
h6 
the Greek mind the idea of resurrection was strange for they conceived 
of a bodiless illlmortality. Quite likely what was occurring was that 
the Corinthian Christians, having accepted the gospel, made exceptions 
according to their own inherited ideas. Regarding the boey as the 
prison of the soul, they found it difficult to comprehend an immortal-
ity other than that of a disembodied spirit. To seek incorruption in 
corruption did not appear to them to be at all impossible. Death was 
something absolutely inevitable llbich overtakes man. All men must 
die. To them the overcoming of sin and the flesh was not inseparably 
connected with a victory over death. To Paul these ideas were repug-
nant. The real point at issue lay in Paul 1 s insistence on the contin-
uation of persooal identity. There must be some sort of bocy if the 
essential individuality of a person -• to survive. As mentioned 
earlier, the materialistic concept of the Hebrews 11as rejected by 
Paul; they believed the same material body" would be raised with the 
diseased portions being healed. 
The starting point of Paul 1 s resurrection faith lay in his own 
personal experience witll tile resurrected Jesus. Admitting to having 
been the last to see him, he constructs his argument on this 
5%arl Barth, The Resurrection of the Dead, {Die Aufer-
stelmngder Toten, tr. by H. J. Stennini}.New York: Fleming H. 
Revell Compaqy, 1933, P• ll9. 
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foundation. Because Jesus has been resurrected, and demonstrated this 
practicalq by appearing to many, all DISiY, in a sense, follow in his 
footsteps and experience the resurrection. Using this argument con-
versely, Paul then expresses the belief that if others cannot be resur-
rected, then Jesus• resurrection was a myth and the entire structure of 
Christianity has crumbled. •But in fact Christ has been raised from 
the dead ••• •" (I Corinthians 15:20) and this resurrection has not 
only removed the finality of death but has demonstrated the path~ of 
spiritual life and the characteristics of its nature. 
Paul• s various references to the resurrection indicate that this 
event brings to an end the last enemy 11hich he defines as death. The 
full meaning of resurrection includes the subjection of what is termed 
death, 11hich means that the greatest of enemies no longer maintains 
its dominance over those llho have been resurrected. Paul speaks of 
"being baptized on behalf of the dead." (I Corinthians 15:29) Certain 
Christians at Corinth bad received special baptism on behalf of loved 
ones who had alreac:jy died, thus showing •an intense concern for fellow-
ship.• 54 
How readiq such a feeling could enter deep faith in the 
resurrection may be seen from a curi011s stor.r told in 
II Maccabees 12:39 ff. Judas Macabeus had sacrifice offered 
on bebalt of s<me of his dead soldiers 1lho were found on the 
battlefield wearing under their shirts forbidden amulets. 
To atone for their sin, the survivors made sacrifice. As 
was natural, the histOl"ian observed for 1all saw at once 
that this was ,.ey- they fell, ' • • • and their grieved com-
rades sought to do something for them, •bearing in mind the 
5Lyoffatt, (ed.), The Moffatt New Testament Commentary, 
P• 252. 
resurrection-for had the !allen not been expected to 
rise again, it liOUld bave been superfluous and silly to 
pray for the dead. 1 No Christian would have dreamed of 
offering sacrifice !or the departed, but evident~ sane 
believed so firmly in the resurrection that they under-
went a vicarious baptism !or their de§d. who had not been 
more than catechumens when they died.~5 
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Having reminded the Corinthians of their om practices which showed 
their expectancy of resurrection, Paul refers to trials of his 01111 
which would be meaningless "if the dead are not raised." (I Corinthians 
15:32) If such is not the case then "let us eat and drink !or tomorrow 
we die," (I Corinthians 15:32) Implicit within this chapter, and per-
haps the jmpetus !or the whole letter, is the forthright demand !or the 
recognition of resurrection. The definition of resurrection Paul 
states in the latter hal! of the chapter. 
Resurrection jmplies immortality, incorruption, spirituality. 
The adverse o! these words describes the mortal condition of man: mor-
tali'tiY, corruption, materiality. The change which occurs has precise 
and essential ethical meaning and its final product is the spiritual 
bod;y, which may be defined as spiritual man in his canpleteness, in his 
true identiw. This change or resurrection f~Ylllbolizes far Paul the 
basis of Christianiw, giving to the life of all christians a teleology, 
both dSIII!.nding and inspirational. Its jmpetus lies in spiritual love 
for God and man, as given in !. Corinthians 13, a love wbich designates, 
illumines and blesses the ~· The resurrection which Paul conceives 
of is not sudden nor miraculous, but natUI"al and arduous, for while it 
leads heavenll&rd it demands an absolute dedication of activity, desire 
5~offatt, ~· cit., PP• 252-253· 
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and thought. It includes no half-hearted endeavor nor fleshly indul-
gence. 
The two questions Paul asks rhetorically cannot be answered sep-
arately. 11 How are the dead raised, With what kind of body do they 
come?" (I Corinthians 1$:35) One must keep in mind, llhen listening for 
Paul• s answers to these questions, the conceptual background which per-
vades the entire discussion. A metaphysical monism denies the possibil-
ity of an absolute dualism of spirit and flesh, rendering this dualism 
to tiDe realm of the ethical. Paul. considers the metaphysical structure 
of creation as a presupposition for arry- ethical conduct. A man acts 
rightly because this act is in accordance with God 1 s creation. A mortal 
who acts in opposition to this divine law does not affect the law by 
lowering its standard; he merely gives in to the carnal or fleshly mind. 
Also we must recognize Paul• s use of eternal life, llhich clearly indi-
cates a sense of life al.Eys eJdsting perpetually, without cessation. 
Here Paul•s thought comes very Close to that of the 
Fourth EVangelist to llham the possession of eternal life is 
not t~ consgguence of a future resurrection, but its pre-
suppoSJ. tion.!> 
Assuming this concept of everlasting life, Paul believed that all true 
Christians could realize it in their experience. 
Paul• s analogy of the seed that is solD initiates his brief ex-
planation of resurrection. "What you sow does not come to life unless 
it dies. And what you sow is not the body which is to be, but a bare 
kernel, perhaps of wheat or of some other grain." (I Corinthians 
56 Stelll!lrt, !. Jlan in Christ, P• 266. 
15: 36, 37) That llbich is so1111 refers to what exists in mortal li.fe 
as Paul knows it, To be so1111 has a double meaning: birth and burial. 
It is the birth o.f SC11118thing new and the burial o.f something old. 
The argument illplies that to be so"Ml is to be born, not 
to be buried; Paul did not consider that pcysical death was 
the necessary prelude to the resurrection. , • , He is 
working wi. th a traditional rabbinic analogy between the 
seed o.f man and the seeds o.f plants in this connection, in 
order to present his own conception o.f a spiritual bocy, a 
conception which at the IS&IIIe time re.futes the two.fold Greek 
idea o.f iDIIlortali ty as essentially bodiless and also as an 
inherent quality or capacity of the human soul,57 
It is a bocy llbich is so1111; quite obviously the material or .fleshly 
bocy is to be so1111, as distinguished .from the spiritual body which is 
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to be. Immediately evidence appears llhich di.fferentiates between the 
spiritual bocy and the .fleshly bocy, and yet maintains a connection or 
continuity between them. 
Both a bocy and a seed are put into the ground and 
something entirely di.fferent come out o.f it. Strictly 
speaking, the seed does not die i.f the power o.f germina-
tion remains. But the apostle did not mean to describe 
a strictly natural process.5B 
Paul did not mean that this process was a pcysical one, though he cer-
tainly meant that it was natural or logical for those who were prepared 
.for it. llhat begins as a pcysical 'substance• loses that semblance and 
bears the mark of definite spirituality: a spiritual substance and 
identity. The contrast and irreparable gap between the .flesh and the 
spirit is seen in verses .forty-two through .forty-.four. 
'ihst is 11own is perishable, what is raised is imperish-
able. It is sown in dishonour, it is raised in glory. It 
57Mo.f.fatt, ~· cit., P• 259. 
58 Craig, The Interpreter• s Bible, PP• 24.3-244. 
is so1111 in weakness, it is raised in power. It is soliil a 
peysieal boey, it is raised a spiritual boey, If there 
is a peysieal boey, there is aLso a spiritual boey. 
(I Corinthians 15: 42-44) 
Paul clearly" 
••• repudiates aii,Y notion of a material identity between 
the present and future boey. Ire shall all be changed or 
transformed. llhile there is to be a vital cha.we, there 
is continuity of spirit or persooality •• , ,59 
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The actual or substantial identity does not die as the seed, for then we 
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are lef't without a continuity of being, "here the seed, there the plant." 
A clear connection exists between llhat is sown and what springs forth 
anew. Yet the two are not at all identical, the old boey being the mere 
kernel, 'IIllich bas unfolded like the petals of a rose into a spiritual 
boey. Without the connection, Paul would have been left with •two 
61 
chaotic heaps." 
The critical point comes at the moment when the seed becomes a 
plant. The seed dies: is transfonned into a plant. It is a perishing 
of the old and a growing of the new. This transformation may be under-
stood as a new birth or a new creation. The subject itself persists, 
but the predicates have become different; it was a seed and is now a 
plant, 'IIi thout ceasing to be the same identity. 
What is it that actually dies? According to Paul the fleshly 
garments are stripped off and die. 
Now the 110rks of the flesh are plain: immorality, impur-
ity, licentiousness, idolatry, sorcery, party spirit, envy, 
drunkenness, carousing, and the like. (Galatians 5:19) 
59Moffatt, ~· cit., P• 261. 
60Barth, !!12.• cit., p. 120. 6Irbid,, P• 120. 
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These die in the resUlTection of the boctr. Preaching as he does, not 
the resurrection of the flesh, but the resurrection of the bo<tr, Paul. 
emphasizes the ethioal nature of the resurrection, namely, the gradual 
llitbdrawal from the indulgences of the flesh. The boctr, aa conscious 
identity, does not die but appears in the resurrection as a new entity. 
This bo<tr, in its transformation to a spiritual stature, having re-
linquished all the fleshly reliances of the carnal mind, then inherits 
the fruits of spiritual living: "love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control." (Galatians 5:221 23) 
While the peysical bo<tr is animated by a sense of the perishable and 
sensuous life, the spiritual bo<tr is animated by the supersenuous and 
imperishable life, ".mch Spirit imparts and sustains. 62 
The result of resurrection is iJIIDOrtality revealed and, in 
Paul.• s usage, illlllortali ty relates closely to incorruption. Thus, we 
must conclude that the strong ethical strain in the Pauline epistles 
cannot be segregated fran the re=ection. To link moral and spirit-
ual regeneration with the resurrection removes resurrection from the 
realm of the supernatural and opens the possibility of explaining 
Paul's concept of Jesus' resUlTection (and resurrection in general) in 
other terms than those of the miraculous. 
In~ Corinthians 15:45-50 Paul delineates the distinction 
between the first and second Adam. 
Thus it is written, 1The first man Adam became a living 
being;' the last Adam became a life-giving spirit. But it 
62George B. Stevens, The Pauline Theology• New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1892, P• 355. 
is not the spiri wal which is first but the pl:zy'sical, and 
then the spiritual. The first man was from earth, a man 
of dust; the second man is from heaven. As 'IIBB the man 
of dust, so are those who are of the dust; and as is the 
man of heaven, so are those who are of heaven. Just as 
we have borne the image of the man of dust, we shall also 
bear the imge of the man of heaven. I tell you this, 
brethren, flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of 
God, nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable. 
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This distinction,. between Adam and Christ may be naturalzy portrayed by 
another of Paul's analogies, that of the r old man • and the r new man. r 
Recognizing the ethical dualism which Paul stresses, we may link the 
•old man• -.d.th Adam and the •new man• -.d.th Christ or the second Adam. 
The 'old man' is related to the things of the flesh, of the carnal 
mind, while the •new man• is related to the things of the spirit, of 
the immortal and spiri tua1 man. 
According to Paul the resurrection is not an event in the future 
bearing cataclysmic connotations. "The resurrection of the bod¥ starts 
at baptism when a Christian becomes one Spirit with the Lord.n 63 Res-
urrection is a life-long work for a Christian in which he gradually 
spiritualizes himself away from the flesh. When an individual pledged 
himself and actually strived for the eradication of the thoughts, 
desires and acts of the carnal mind, which was enmity against God, 
then could he be classified as a •new man. 1 The phase of existence 
before the new life Paul calls the 1 old man,' recognizing that much of 
the old nature needs to be eliminated before the •new man' appears in 
his fulness. In a real sense the new life dedicated to the Spirit 
simultaneoualy implies the gradual crucifixion of the •old man. 1 
63Robinson, 2£• cit., P• 79. 
Put to death therefore what is earthy in youz immoral-
ity, impurity, passion, evil desire, and covetousness, 
which is idolatry •••• In these you once lBlked, when 
you. lived in them. But now put them all awayz anger, 
wrath, malice, slander and foul talk from your mouth. Do 
not lie to one another, seeing that you have put off the 
old nature with its practices and have put on the new 
nature, which is being rene11ed in knolil.edge after the 
image of its creator. (Colilsaians 3z5-10) 
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Enslin refers to this new life as 11 the central note of the Pauline 
64 Gospel." The development of this new life is the resurrection process. 
Resurrection intimat~ involves, not external developments, but 
internal unfoldment. It requires an inward regeneration which tou.ches 
every aspect of an individusl. 1 s consciousness, even until one can 11 take 
every thought captive to obey Christ.• (II Corinthians 10:5) It is 
naturally antagonistic to the superficial ethics of the Pharisees. The 
ethics of inwardness earlier described as being characteristic of Paul 
synchronizes 'IIi. th resurrection as portrayed here. The two cannot be 
divorced. There can be no clear Pauline ethic which ignores the ulti-
mate design of the regeneration of the •ortal man into the immortal 
man. Resurrection, vie11ed as separate from the essential ethics of 
Paul, loses real mealli.ng. Paul preaches resurrection of the bod;y, not 
the nesh. His ethic is one in llbich the spirit comes to outweigh the 
nesbly thought. 
In I Corinthians 5z6-8 he speaks of leaven. This leaven of 
spirituality 1110rks throu.ghou. t an individual. as he progresses spiri tward 
with a great struggle • 
• • • Do you not know that a little leaven ferments the 
llhole lump of dough? Cleanse out the old leaven that you 
64Enslin, ~· cit., P• 123. 
may be fresh dough, as you rea~ are unleavened. For 
Christ, our paschal lamb has been sacrificed. Let us 
therefore, celebrate the festival, not with the old 
leav811, the leaven of malice and evil, but w:i. th the un-
leavened bread of sincerity and truth. 
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The spiritual leaven w:>rks slowly within the consciousness of the indi-
vidual, graduall;y eliminating the 110rks of the • old man. • The follo-
era of the first J.dam are hopelessly striving to win salvation by keep-
ing the old law llbich was itself slavery. The followers of the second 
J.dam, under the influence of the spiritual leaven, lived apart from the 
limitations of the law, lived a new life. •It is no longer I who live, 
but Christ who lives in me." (Galatians 2120) 
It is clear that the old self is by no means eliminated at one 
moment, though that moment be an acceptance of the life and teachings 
of Jesus. Too often Paul's experience speaks of the suffering, turmoil 
and work connected wi. th the disinheritance of the old nature. •I die 
every dq. n (I Corinthians 1513) Certainly a change occurs wi. thin and 
without a person, an inner chem!.calization, which redirects the motives 
and desires into the paths of Christlikeness. 
It lBS the death of obedience to blind, selfish impulse 
and the birth to the life of obedience to the eternal moral 
order, conformity with the eternal will of God, that con-
cerned him, when he exclaimed! 1\Who shall deliver me out of 
the bo<t>" of this death.' He didn't express the longing to 
become a disembodied spirit as~ have appealed to 
Plotinus, but the desire to get rid of the old, corrupt, 
vicious nature, leaving this behind to live the life of a 
new~· ..Co has experienced the power of Christ's resurrec-
tion. · 
65Enslin, ££• cit., P• 124. 
Quite natural:q Paul expected the individual to manifest the 
fruits of the spirit as evidence that the spirit was actually at work 
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11i. thin him. For a man to be reborn he must show it. The works, being an 
outcome of the new man dedicated to Christllness, were always motivated 
by a spontaneity of love. With Paul the sense of mere duty was slight in 
ca~~parison with the overpowering recognition that the individual in 
jeoparct,y was a brother. Having no ascetic fondness for suffering, he 
suffered because it was essential to ful.fill the spontaneity of love. 
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"Love is the power of all ethical action." other motivations were 
secondary to this all-ompassing demand. The new man, if endeavoring 
to cast off the fles~ el.emllnts of the old nature, coul.d do no other 
than the works of love, progressively manifesting them in his experience, 
as his consciousness s-.el.ls with the glory of love. A Christian acted 
rightly for no other reason than that it was wonderful to do so. The 
process of resurrection opposed mere4' blind:Qr follow!.ng certain moral 
acts, and insisted upon an underatanding of the works and life of Jesus. 
It was a spontaneous love for the Kaster Christian. It could not real4' 
be helped. 
The old nature of flesh and blood can never inherit the kingdom 
of God. It ~st be utterly transformed; tihe • old man• must be put off 
entirely until no taint of neshliness remains. It is important to 
note that in this transformation it is more precise to QJT that the 
spiritual identity of the individual reveals itself in its full glory. 
This •new man• inherently magnifiee and manifests the Creator. J.ctual4' 
66 
Enslin, op. cit., P• 236. 
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Paul. seems to be sa;ying that the peysi.cal nature of the individual does 
not become the spiritual, but that as the old nature dissolves natu-
ral]¥ through growth in spirituality-, the permanEnt spiritual nature of 
man is perceived. "• •• nor does the perishable inherit the imperish-
able." The nesh]¥ nature counterfeits the spiritual nature; the mortal 
man counterfeits the illmortal man. 
Lo, I tell y-ou a m;ysteey. We shall not all sleep, but 
we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of 
an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, 
and the dead will be raised imperishable, and we shall be 
changed. For this perishable nature must put on the imper-
ishable, and this mortal must put on illlllortality. 
(I Corinthians 15s5l-53) 
The sudden change Paul speaks of is at the moment when the perishable 
is complete]¥ given up and the imperishable put on. This change 
occurs not through aey miraculous act, bllt through the gradual and 
natural Elllbodiment of the spiritual nature and identity by the indi-
vidual Christian. 
Those who are heaven]¥ are those wno belong to Christ, 
possessing what he alone can give, the life of the Spirit, 
which at the resurrect!.on acquires its full expression in 
the likeness of the heavsnly man. To •bear the6fkeness• of aeyone was to share or repr-oduce his nature. 
The fulfillment of the requirements of the new moral and spiritual laWB, 
presented by Jesus, resulted in the completion of the resurrection, 
namely", the appearance of the spiritual identity of the individual in 
the likeness of his l4aker. The body, unlike the fiesh, will be raised 
up by the Spirit, and the Christian will "• •• wait for adoption as 
aons, the redEIIJ.ption of our bodies." (Romans Bs23) 
67 Moffatt, 21!.• cit., P• 263. 
The redeemed boC:V rises above the limitations of 
this world and shares in the glory of the resurrection. 
:lhile the outward rn of flesh decays, the inward man 
is daily reneed.6 
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The transfornation from the old nature to the new is gradual and the 
fruition images forth the new creatiom spiri. tual man in the image and 
likeness of God. 
68 a Stace.y, ~· cit., P• l 7• 
CHAPTER 'li • THE CONCWSION 
This interpretation of Paul•s view of resurrection applied spe-
cifically to the resurrection of an individual Christian carried these 
conclusions. Throughout his life the Christian must constant]T grow 
spiritually. Faced 111. th various fleshly teJq:>tations, he must be able 
to overcome them through an acknowledgment of' Spirit and by being 
obedient to the moral and spiritual demands of God. His earthly life 
must exemplifY the fruit of the Spirit. His life must be a constant 
resurrection, a constant growth spiritward, and he is eventually trans-
formed into a new body. What dies is the reliance on the flesh, and 
.. 
the culmination of his resurrection experience, the seed becoming the 
plant, is his awakening to spiritual life. 
Jesus• resurrection and final ascension provided the opportun-
i w for all to be resurrected, provided they followed the teaching and 
life of Jesus, which specificall;y designated a reliance on and under-
standing of Spirit. "For as by a man came death, by a man has come 
also the resurrection of the dead." (I Corinthians 151 21, 22) The 
fact of·Jesus• resurrection is the assurance of the resurrection of 
others, and his appearance after the clays in the tomb, in a bodily 
form, ws the vital convincing spark which ignited his followers. 
Resurrection implicitly means the continuation of the individ-
ual eternal]T. Once he has put off the old nature, not through death, 
but through life, then man finds that he is illlllortal. 
When the perishable puts on the imperishable, and the 
mortal puts on iDIIlortality, then shall come to pass the 
s~ing that is writtens 'Death is swallowed up in vic-
tor,y.• •o death, where is tey victor,y? 0 death, llhere 
is thy sting?' The sting of death is sin and the power 
of sin is the law. But thanks be to God, llho gives us 
the victor,y through our Lord Jesus Christ. (I Corinthians 
15s54-56) 
Because "resurrection meant the transformation of the person and the 
recreation of the boqy for life on a spiritual plane,n 69 death lost 
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its power. Its power and effect were evidenced so long as a man pur-
sued sin or fleshliness. Their relinquishment meant rebirth into 
immortality-. Thus Paul could SIVI "• •• the law of the Spirit of life 
in Christ Jesus has set me free fran the law of sin and death." 
(Romans Ba2) 
"lhat occurs is a distinctq ethical phenomenon. The world of 
flesh and mortality- needed to be eliminated from individual experience 
through a reliance on spir.i.inal power. This spiritual power, seen 
through an understanding and acceptance of Christ and God, is manifest 
in the ethical obedience of sincere Christians. The motivation of the 
in118l'd ethic of love reforms and regenerates. Gradualq the imperfect 
passes &lilly and the perfect is realized. 
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But when the perfect comes, the imperfect will pass &lilly. 
~en I was a child, I spoke like a child, I thought like a 
child, I reasoned like a child,; when I became a man, I gave 
up !IV childish ways. For now we see in a mirror dimly, but 
then face to face. Now I know in part,; then I shall under-
stand fulq, even as I have been fully understood. (I Corin-
thians 13s 10-12) 
Stacey, 2£.• cit., p. 187. 
ABSTBACT 
Resurrection, as characterized by Paul, attains its clearest 
significance llhm viewed in the context o:f all his letters, rather 
i 
than through the lens of two or three more prominent verses. Its mean-
ing lies at the basis o:f all of Paul's thi.Iidng, giving to life a 
:fullness and purpose. Without the doctrine o:f resurrection Pauline 
theology is substanceless, a barren theory, wandering athirst in the 
desert o:f human hope. Seen at the heart o:f his thinking, resurrection 
becomes the central strand llhich uniquely links the various strains o:f 
his thought into a unified whole. 
Before his Damascus road experience Paul ranks as a Pharisee o:f 
the first order, especially in his zeal to trample on :foreign elements 
o:f thought. The irradiance o:f a new day, the light o:f the life and 
love o:f Jesus, damed in Paul's thought as he journeyed :from Jerusalem 
to Damascus. A man o:f intrinsic goodness, misdirected as it sometimes 
may have been, Paul traversed the barren sands o:f arid law, Judaism 
grom stale because of its essential lack o:f inwardness. In the con-
flict o:f a choice between the old and the new, Paul awakened to the 
essential ethic of Christianity. His own regeneration in this period 
demonstrated to him the need :for universal human regeneration. 
Christlikeness fulfilled the meaning of this ethically regener-
ative order. Without separating himself wholly from his Pharisaic 
training, Paul claimed for himself, and for the Christianity which he 
preached, an ethic of inwardness which ran counter to the legalism o:f 
contemporary Judaism. The inner spirit, a oneness of mind with Christ, 
ii 
became the determinant for every thought and act of the individual 
Christian. Obedience to the spirit of Christ gradually lessened the 
influence of the flesh. Obedience paved the way for the resurrection. 
Resurrection without this determinative ethic li!IS impossible. As 
opposed to the metapeysical dualiam of the Greeks, the metapeysical 
moniam of the Hebrews laid the foundation for Paul 1 s thought. The eth-
ical order alone could claim a duality1 the spirit of Christ as against 
the 11>rks of the flesh. 
Often used by Paul as a synoeym for body or the individual, 
flesh, carried into the realm of ethics, indicated the essence of the 
sinfulness of man. The works of the flesh, the works of the carnal 
mind which is enmity against God, bear testimony that mortals have loW'" 
ered themselves and worshipped the creature rather than the Creator. 
Through the utilization of the spirit of Christ in the ethical actions 
of man in human affairs, the works of the flesh, the flesbliness of 
man, had to be eliminated. The manifestation of flesbliness affected 
the identi'tiY of the individual so that he became flesh and blood. In 
Pauline terms the individual man was body; he did not merely possess 
a body. The identity or body li!IS manifestly affected by flesbliness 
or conversely by the spirit of God. 
Resurrection is intimately entwined llith the ethics of inward-
ness, the ethic of the spirit. Resurrection viewed as separate from 
the essential ethics of Paul loses meaning. There can be no clear 
ethic llhich ignores the ultimate design of the regeneration of the mor-
tal man into the immortal man. Resurrection involves internal unfold-
ment, not external development, and thus unites with the ethics of 
iii 
inwardness. The regenerative nature of Christlike living transforms 
the individual, This regenerative process extends throughout the lmman 
experience, beginning with his baptism into spiritual living and last-
ing until every thought is mde captive unto Christ. Resurrection 
implies illlllOrtality, incorruption and spirituality. Thull the effect of 
resurrection is that imnortality is revealed and the individual finds 
himself to be both incorruptible and spiritual. 
Essential to the resurrection is the preservation of individual 
identity. The seed that is planted, 11bile completely transformed into 
a plant, cannot be divorced from that plant. Differing great4r from 
Greek thought which genera~ assumed a bGdiless future existence, Paul 
insisted that because there was a pb;ysical bocl;r there was also a spir-
itual bocl;r. Body constituted the link between the present and the 
future. Man 11BS al118YS bocl;r, manifesting those qualities in himself 
which were dominant in his thought. The complete exclusion of the 
neshl;v element, the transformtion from the perishable to the imper-
ishable, revealed inmortality. 
• 
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